Filling Rate Adjustment for
Required
color inks
accessories:



Scale
Small plastic cup
Your system contains modern industrial peristaltic pumps designed to provide a
constant filling rate. All pumps for foam cartridge processing have a filling rate of
about 0.4 to 0.5 milliliters per second; the external station pumps for black HP
cartridges (bag style) fill about 1 milliliter per second. However, depending on the
installation conditions (hose length, level of the ink containers and others) the filling
rate may be slightly different, and consequently the time set on the microprocessor
(29) needs to be adjusted as follows:

1. Measure the empty weight of the small plastic cup
2. Put the black filling needle of the vacuum chamber into the small plastic cup.
3. Fill the plastic cup during 50 seconds and measure the weight of the cup with ink.
Then calculate the filled ink amount in milliliters and divide the filled ink amount by 50
seconds.
4. The result is the actual and real filling rate of the pump in milliliters (or grams) per
second.
5. Adjust filling time for all cartridge types in the separate table of calibrated rates for
filling pumps.
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Operation
1 - Switch on the On/Off switch (1).
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2 - Switch the In/Out button to the IN position (21)
3 - Turn off the On/Off Vac button (26)
4 - Open one of the each color ink flow control valves (18).
5 - Press the yellow ink selection switch (24) down to the
position MANUAL ON and hold it until the color ink starts to
flow out of the yellow ink needle within the vacuum 2
chamber. Then immediately release the button. The yellow
ink system is now filled with ink. Repeat this process for the
magenta and cyan inks.
6 - Switch on (up) the colored ink selection switches (22),
(23) and (24).
7 - Set timer (29) on 50 seconds.
8 - Verify empty weight (scale) of the plastic cup.
9 - Put all 3 color filling needles into the plastic cup.
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10 - Press the FILL button (9).
11 - After the end of the filling process, verify the weight of
the filled plastic cup (scale).
12 - Calculate the filling rate of your colored pumps, as
indicated below.
4
For example:
Empty weight of plastic cup: 5 grams
Filling time: 50 seconds
Weight of the filled plastic cup: 65 grams
Filled ink amount is full weight minus empty weight = 65 g –
5 g = 60 grams.
Filling rate = total filled weight divided by the filling time and
by the number of inks:
60 grams / 50 seconds = 1.20 grams per second.
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Filling rate of one color = 1.20 / 3 = 0.40 grams per second.
The filling rate of each of the colored ink pumps is 0.4
grams per second or 0.4 milliliters per second each.
With this filling rate you can adjust filling time for all
cartridge types in the separate table of calibrated rates
for filling pumps.
.
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Consider this adjusted (real) filling rate for the 7
microprocessor time setting of all following cartridges!
We recommend to do the above described filling rate
adjustment in the following cases:
•

when receiving the machine,

•

after the first 500 processed cartridges (the
peristaltic pump hoses are new and have to run in),

•

after every 2000 processed cartridges,

• after an eventual repair of the system.
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